This Gossard is only $2.00.

Being a genuine Gossard, you are assured of quality and splendid fitting service.

**Model 250**
- Designed to meet the requirements of the modern woman.
- Available in all sizes and styles.
- Additional colors and styles available upon request.
- Satisfaction guaranteed.

**SPECIAL**
- For this week only.
- Artistic Sweet Pea Baskets
- Arranged with Beautiful Butterfly Sweet Pea Containers to Hold Water
- $2.00 Each

- **SAYS MAKE VICE REGION "DRY"**
  - Candidate Prohibits AlcoHols But All Minors.
  - ADJUDICATE "DEGLUTITION."
  - Brief Regulations Would Make Prohibi.
  - Unlikely, Do Halves.

- **FASHION" THE FLEA.**
  - Leave with Hope Field Will Be Chosen for Independent vs. Congressmen.
  - A new adapter of women's clothing as part of the campaign of Mrs. Frank D. O'Connor, Republican Congressmen for Illinois, is going to be the feature of Miss O'Connor's campaign talk at the Parti.

- **ABOLISH JAIL LABOR SALE**
  - Corporation Counsel Declares Contract System Illegal.

- **BRIDWELL TO BE SAIDER.**
  - Justice Says He and Princess Helena Will Prevent.

- **BABES BRING FAMILY TRAGEDY**
  - Father Complains of Injuries and Takes to Court.

- **TRESPASS FURIES KILL TWO.**
  - Lee and Becker, and Infant Daughter, also Wounded, in Arson.

- **EREBUS FILE WITH CHILD? NEVER, SAYS ATTORNEY.**
  - Tale of Adventure in Two Range Figs., in Story of Mrs. Erens and the $13,000,000 Baby.

- **MRS. YOUNG SAYS CITY WAS FECLED.**
  - Tires Stolen $11,200 Paid for Public School Sites Is "Ex-
    -. cordingly High."